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Abstract 

While there are many papers investigating relationship development and relationship 

management in IMP, work conceptualising interaction remains limited.  This is in particular 

when studying interaction beyond the level of the dyad.  In this paper we shift the empirical 

lens from the single long-term dyadic relationship to multiple relationships studied across a 

short time frame.  Data from a several court cases relating to the Norwegian food sector 

captures an intensive set of interactions across five actors over a six month period.  We 

illustrate how boundary objects influence interaction attempts within a network.  Connecting 

and disconnecting effects are produced in the negotiations between multiple retailers and 

producers as a result of the ongoing use of boundary objects.   
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1.0 Introduction  

Interaction is the core concept in IMP.  It is the co-ordination mechanism between two 

organisations operating in a dyad.  Interaction patterns across multiple connected 

organisations underpin the existence of network structures (Håkansson, 1982; Ford, 

Håkansson and Johanson, 1986; Axelsson and Easton, 1992).  While there are many papers 

investigating relationship development and relationship management, work conceptualising 

interaction per se remains limited (Waluszewski, 2003; Ford and Ritter, 2004; Medlin, 2004; 

Ford and Håkansson, 2006a; 2006b; Ford et al., 2010).  This could be because interaction is 

taken as given, is viewed as synonymous with relationships, or that there are methodological 

challenges in obtaining sufficiently nuanced data to study it, particularly when investigating 

interaction beyond the level of the dyad.  For instance, it is difficult to identify and describe 

interaction patterns (e.g. Schurr, Hedaa & Gersbro, 2008).   

In this paper we focus on the role of boundary objects in the processes through which 

organisations interact.  Boundary objects (e.g. Hendersen, 1991; Star and Griesemer, 1989) 
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enable us to better understand the interaction patterns in play, and how the use of such objects 

enables negotiations and adjustments in the formatting of future interaction patterns.  Legal 

material from the Norwegian food industry provides empirical data about the micro 

networking practice across retailer and supplier organisations.  The use of rich empirical 

secondary source material thus allows for the capturing of intensive sets of interactions over a 

six month period from August 2004 to February 2005. 

The boundary objects discussed in the paper become a part of the interaction processes 

across actors and substantially influence how interactions take place.  As such they contribute 

to focusing and shaping interaction among actors.  One effect of these boundary objects in use 

in a tightly structured network is that they serve as instruments to co-ordinate the connecting 

and disconnecting of actors.  

The paper proceeds as follows.  Section two below outlines the methodology 

underpinning the paper.  In the third section we discuss relevant literature in defining 

boundary objects and discussing their role in business interaction.  Section four explores the 

effects of boundary objects within interactions in tightly structured networks by using legal 

documents relating to the Norwegian food industry.  Two/three boundary objects are selected 

from the empirical material for further discussion.  The paper concludes by outlining the 

connecting and disconnecting function of boundary objects. 

 

2.0 Research Design: Court cases tracing slices of network interaction  

The research methodology used in the paper is a single case study.  The case selection was 

largely providential in that it was initiated by interest in press reports that one of Norway‘s 

largest organisations – Tine - had been fined for anti-competitive behaviour.  At the same 

time, the research team has existing research connections, open access and theoretical 

interests (Easton 1995; Halinen & Törnroos 2005; Dubois & Araujo 2007) in the industry 

sector in question.  For example, two of the authors are employed at a Centre that has a long 

standing relationship with one of the organisations involved.  Many of the analytical case 

selection decisions were made for us by the legal material available, e.g. the relevant time 

boundaries.  The use of rich empirical secondary source material thus allows for the capturing 

of intensive sets of interactions over a six month period from August 2004 to February 2005. 

The legal documents are based on all meeting notes and email exchanges across the 

representatives from the various organisations.  In addition, the representatives were subjected 

to verbal questioning of their actions.  We have analyzed three legal documents: (i) the 
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decision by the Norwegian Competition Authority to fine Tine for hindering competition, (ii) 

the court case from the Oslo City Court, deciding in favour of Tine, and (iii) the court case 

from the Court of Appeal, which decided partly in favour of the Competition Authority.  As 

the third document partly builds on the two previous ones, we have found its ‗integrative 

approach‘ particularly useful. 

Discussions of each of the three documents were followed by constructing a basic 

chronology of the events and actions contained within the retrospective but very rich material.  

This chronology reads as a 6-month process snap shot of the interactions involved across the 

relevant actors.  It details the interactions across several retailer and supplier organisations in 

the dairy industry and the food retail sector.  The key actors in this account are the dairy 

companies Tine and Synnøve Finden, the food-retailer chains Rema, ICA, Lidl, and the 

Norwegian Competition Authority. 

The legal documentation centres upon a 3.8 million euro fine to Tine from the 

Norwegian Competition Authority.  The fine was in response to a violation of competition 

laws vis a vis Tine‘s competitor Synnøve Finden.  As the dominant firm within its industry, 

Tine is subjected to particular obligations to not harm the existing level of marginal 

competition behind the Norwegian import barriers.  Tine also has a role as the regulator of the 

state-regulated milk and dairy market.  This implies a rather complex balancing and 

orchestration of the co-ordinated and competitive elements within the dairy industry.  

Discussions around the chronology of actions and events led to an interest in the role 

of boundary objects in play (again, based on existing theoretical interests in the research 

team).  An analytical case decision to focus on it, and to extract mini-cases showing how 

various different objects influenced interaction across multiple actors, was made.  Section 

four below provides some examples of boundary objects in use in the multi-actor interaction.  

The criteria for selecting boundary objects is based on the importance to the actors concerned, 

and that resource and activity connections are calculated or represented in the object in some 

way.   

 

3.0 Boundary objects in interaction processes  

Early empirical work about business interaction patterns developed from an understanding of 

interaction episodes within the Interaction Model (Håkansson, 1982).  It included both 

relationship life cycle models (Ford, 1980; Wilkinson & Young, 1994; Halinen, 1994), and 

network dynamics (Gadde & Mattsson, 1987).  More recent work investigates the levels, 
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types and time dimension of interaction episodes within existing relationships (e.g. Holmund, 

2004; Medlin, 2004; Schurr, 2007; Geersbro & Ritter, 2007; Schurr et al., 2008).  The 

outcome of interaction at a given point in time has also been investigated via concepts such as 

trust (Huemer, 1989), commitment (Anderson & Weitz, 1992), adaptation (Brennan, Turnbull 

& Wilson, 2003) and resource interaction (Håkansson & Waluszewski, 2002a, b).  In this 

paper we use the concept of boundary objects (e.g. Star & Griesemer, 1989; Hendersen, 1991) 

to better understand interaction patterns, and in particular some of the artefacts within 

relationships that enable interaction.   

In an inter-organisational setting one obvious concern is that in essence every artefact 

and indeed individual involved in resource utilisation across boundaries can be viewed as a 

boundary object.  We follow Star and Griesemer (1989:393) by defining boundary objects as 

objects that ―are both plastic enough to adapt to local needs and the constraints of several 

parties employing them, yet robust enough to maintain a common identity across sites‖.  The 

notion of networks is implicit in the conceptualisation of boundary objects as ―flexible 

epistemic artifacts that inhabit several intersecting social worlds and satisfy the information 

requirements of each of them‖ (Ibid.).  Boundary objects in an inter-organisational setting 

therefore are artefacts which are in use across multiple business relationships rather than 

solely within a single relationship dyad.   

Boundary objects can be used by actors to co-ordinate and organise.  They also have a 

political dimension.  First, boundary objects can enable the co-ordination of practices across 

boundaries.  They can also (along with boundary spanning practices and boundary 

organizations) be used to mediate change across boundaries (Mørk et al., forthcoming, a).  In 

her discussion of epistemic objects, Knorr Cetina (1997) makes a similar argument on how 

objects tend to serve as organisers of social settings as they are both objects of and connectors 

for the participants.  A recent study by Mørk et al., (forthcoming, b) highlights the political 

aspects of boundary processes in contrast to many other studies that have focused on co-

ordination.   

These studies have argued that boundary objects may ―facilitate cooperation despite 

differences in terms of knowledge or practices‖, and that different artefacts can fill this role, 

like prototypes (Bechky, 2003; Carlile, 2002), engineering sketches (Henderson, 1991), 

standardized reporting forms (Star & Griesemer, 1989) and use scenarios (Bødker, 2000).  

What a boundary object needs to achieve to enable interaction will of course also vary with 

the specific cases; sometimes shared language, other times learning tools, or shared processes 
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(Carlile, 2002:451-452).  However, while boundary objects take part in mediating 

coordination and knowledge, they are also means in the struggle for status, control and 

position.  In the words of Lee (2007:2), boundary objects can ―be used to push boundaries 

rather than merely sailing across them‖. 

Boundaries are typically discussed in the activity dimension within the IMP literature 

(e.g. Dubois, 1994; Torvatn, 1997; Araujo et al, 2003).  Inter-organisational boundaries are 

multiple, have functions such as bridging and buffering, and imply numerous boundary 

spanning roles, e.g. key account managers.  The implications of moving or creating 

boundaries in the activity function via outsourcing and product development (Dubois, 1994; 

Von Corswant et al, 2001) have also been discussed. 

Recent work in IMP concerned with boundary objects has discussed their role in inter-

organisational routines and boundary types (Harrison & Huemer, 2007), their boundary 

creation and spanning features in market shaping (Geiger & Finch, 2009; Finch & Geiger, 

2011), the impact of accounting devices in inter-organisational settings (Baraldi & Strömsten, 

2009; Azimont, 2010), types and characteristics of boundary objects in buyer-seller 

relationships (Mason & Easton, 2009), and their use in simulating the effects of 

resource/activity connections in network strategizing (Harrison & Prenkert, 2009).  Parallel 

work in the sociology of markets considers the roles of market devices in various contexts 

(e.g., Callon et al, 2007).   

In this paper boundary objects are investigated ‗in situ‘, or in use within current 

interaction patterns across multiple dyadic relationships.  These objects influence both how 

interactions take place in the present and as ‗testing devices‘ for possible future interaction.  

That is, they are in use in the present and impact on what interaction patterns are envisioned 

for the future (see Medlin, 2004 for a multi-time perspective on interaction).  As such they 

contribute to focusing and shaping interaction across the interfaces among actors, and serve as 

concrete objects by which interaction gets shaped.  At the actor level boundary objects 

produce agency (or at the least the ability to negotiate as if one has agency).  For example, 

they are a part of the construction of the ability to interact in a certain way, to promote 

agendas, to mobilise action, and to create images of options/roles to interact towards.  In 

terms of the latter boundary objects can be ―moving platforms‖ in that they allow for 

hypotheses or propositions to go back and forth.  Their effects are thus in terms of possible 

interaction patterns for the future, along with role and relationship possibilities.  Such objects are 

part of the ongoing interactive sense making process as interaction practice is performed.   
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There are a large number of possible boundary object types in buyer-seller 

relationships (see Mason & Easton 2009).  Based on the definition of boundary objects above, 

we have identified two central artefacts in the legal documentation.  These are financial 

calculation documents and a tool called ‗planograms‘.  These are discussed in sections 4.2 and 

4.3 below.   

 

4.0 Boundary objects influencing interaction: Two examples  

4.1. Some context  

The event that triggered the activities which ended as a case before the courts was the 

decision by the German hard-discount food chain Lidl to establish itself in the Norwegian 

grocery market in 2004.  This meant that the rather more ―soft‖ Norwegian discount chains 

faced a new ‗hard discount‘ competitor with substantial resources.  In 2004 Rema was the 

most price-focused grocery retail chain in Norway.  Facing the new threat Rema decided to 

reduce its existing product range to focus on leading brands in most food categories and to 

develop its private label product category to compete at the (very) low price end of the 

market. 

Rema had an established supply relationship with Synnøve Finden (for dairy 

products).  While negotiations to further develop the existing co-operation between Rema and 

Synnøve Finden was conducted, Rema‘s purchasing staff informed their existing supplier 

Tine that they were willing to discuss a single supplier solution for all cheese and milk 

products.  That is, Rema suggested a sole supply arrangement to Tine provided that the latter 

could set up an adequate compensatory structure to address the Lidl challenge.   

A project was started between Tine and Rema in order to analyse the profitability of 

Tine‘s product assortments by category.  What followed was an offer and counter-offer 

process between Tine and Rema staffs.  Financial consequences and sole supplier status notes 

were traded via profitability analyses and proposals for reductions in logistics costs.  As a 

core element of these negotiations, Rema and Tine developed a number of ‗planograms‘ and 

financial/budgetary models in order to simulate both operational and economic effects of the 

various alternatives.  For example, representatives from Tine developed sales plans which 

included retaining the number of product lines sold at Rema and changing the product placing 

on Rema‘s shelves.  The working assumption was that the other supplier would be de-

selected.  The outcome was a formal agreement between the actors in November 2004.  
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Negotiations between Rema and Tine‘s competitors continued right up to the signing of the 

agreement.  

When reading the court decision documents, it is interesting to note that the role of 

these two kinds of objects is not disputed in the case.  Neither Tine nor the Competition 

Authorities raise concerns about how these should be used.  In other words, the actors seem to 

agree that planograms and financial calculation documents have been central in the interaction 

between Tine and Rema, and between Synnøve Finden and Rema.   

 

4.2. Financial calculation documents  

The financial calculation documents specify the economic details of certain actions and 

changes in assortments, volumes and placing of products.  Through the negotiations between 

Rema, Tine and Synnøve Finden, these instruments for complex calculations of various 

contributions from both the supplier and the purchaser became important (boundary objects).  

Interaction via these documents also illustrates the vast amount of activities that are required 

for the relationships in question to create economic benefits for both actors.  

The development of spreadsheets with financial calculations of costs and benefits 

enabled the negotiation of contributions and services via fairly complex ‗packages‘.  Already 

in 2002 ―Tine had obtained an evaluation of [the economic gains of having one instead of two 

suppliers] from the company Genius Retail Management, the so-called ‗Genius note‘‖ 

(Borgarting Lagmannsrett, 2010:23).  This means that Tine early on was concerned with 

building arguments for keeping – and possibly strengthening – their position towards their 

two smaller competitors. 

After a meeting between Tine and Rema on the 16
th

 August 2004, Rema‘s purchaser 

―informed his superior that Tine held cost-benefit analyses related to the benefits of having 

one instead of two suppliers of milk and cheese‖ (Borgarting Lagmannsrett, 2010:26).  These 

calculations, based on the Genius note, were sent to Rema 18 August 2004, together with the 

statement that ―the message of the numbers is clear‖ (Borgarting Lagmannsrett, 2010:26).  

Rema then fed these numbers into their own spreadsheets to calculate the benefits for Rema of 

having Tine as their sole supplier of dairy products (Borgarting Lagmannsrett, 2010:63). 

Rema wanted to concentrate their supply base.  As such they communicated to Tine 

that they would consider ―going for Tine as the only supplier if the contributions were 

increased sufficiently‖ (Borgarting Lagmannsrett, 2010:27).  Tine responded with an offer 

that same day, whereby the financial contributions were increased by 33% from the previous 
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year.  While the division of this total contribution into sub-categories was not negotiated until 

later, the overall sum and sketches of the sub-categories played an important role by being fed 

directly into the cost-benefit analysis document. 

By the 7
th

 September 2004 Tine emailed new calculations to Rema that assumed a sole 

supplier position.  Attached to this e-mail were ―several Excel spreadsheets with detailed 

calculations of how an eventual change to a sole supplier agreement with Tine would 

influence Rema‘s profits‖ (Norwegian Competition Authority, 2007:48).  Rema also made 

their own internal cost-benefit analyses, which calculated the benefits of having Tine as their 

only supplier on cheese and milk.  Tine‘s suggested contributions were included, in addition 

to Rema using their ‗cabbage fund‘
1
 for subsidizing particularly popular products to make 

sure to be on the top of the newspaper VG‘s price surveys (Borgarting Lagmannsrett, 

2010:28).   

Rema‘s purchaser (who developed the spreadsheet) concluded that there would be 

―clear benefits of having one supplier of cheese and milk‖.  He then sent the spreadsheet to 

his colleagues in Rema for ideas and opinions.  Two of them responded with new calculations 

on logistics and operations, which resulted in additional cost savings of 2.1 MNOK.  These 

changes were put into the spreadsheet, together with a second offer from Tine, and NOK 

400.000 from Synnøve Finden in ‗market support‘ for introducing a new product in the stores 

(Borgarting Lagmannsrett, 2010:29). 

The second offer from Tine was sent September 16
th

 2004.  There was an increase in 

financial contributions to Rema of 43.5% compared to the previous year (Borgarting 

Lagmannsrett, 2010:30).  The final negotiations took place on the 20 September 2004.  A 

director in Rema stated that ―Rema could manage without Synnøve Finden and Q, if the 

contributions from Tine were high enough‖ (Borgarting Lagmannsrett, 2010:31).  After 

having removed several proposed assortment expansions, and after Tine increased the 

economic contributions twice, the parties came to an agreement.  Tine‘s people 

communicated to their organization that ―both Synnøve Finden and Q were ‗out‘ of Rema‖ 

(Borgarting Lagmannsrett, 2010:32).  

 

4.3. Planograms 

                                                 

1
 A fund Rema had developed and used strategically to subsidize particularly important products for the price 

surveys. 
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The planogram is a tool used to plan and organise shelf space at the retailer site.  The drawing 

of planograms seems to require good knowledge about consumer choice, the display of 

different products, along with knowledge of logistical issues.  Rema offered both suppliers, 

Tine and Synnøve Finden, the opportunity to draw new planograms and to calculate the 

economic benefits as part of their offer.  Interestingly, rather than drawing these planograms 

themselves, Rema rested on Tine‘s expertise and manpower in actually doing the work. 

Hence, Tine takes on a direct design function.  The interactions are confrontational.  

That is, when there is a conflict over what to include in the product assortment, the boundary 

object is brought in as an organising and simulating device.  Simplistically, as Rema wishes to 

be a ‗hard discount‘ retailer, they have a potential single source supplier create new 

planograms!  What is without question is that increasing competition both on the production 

and the distribution side, and the concentration of power among a few retail chains, means 

that access for producers to shelf space is very hard to obtain.   

In the data the Consumer Authority notes that ―[t]he retail chains control more than 

99% of the entire food retail turnover.  The prices are high, and the range of goods is limited.  

The battle between the suppliers is to a large extent related to shelf-space.‖ (Borgarting 

Lagmannsrett, 2010:12).  Hence, the (right to the) drawing of planograms is a valuable 

resource for the supplier during negotiations with the retailer.  Tine‘s action plan from August 

2004 illustrates that this is part of their tactics: ―One action could be to work towards a closer 

cooperation related to planograms‖ (Borgarting Lagmannsrett, 2010:24). 

It also appears that Tine has developed expertise on planograms to an extent that they 

―refused Rema‘s request to draw new planograms that included Q‘s new milk pallets‖ 

(Borgarting Lagmannsrett, 2010:25), as part of their efforts to counter Rema and Q‘s plans to 

increase the scale of Q‘s products in Rema (23 June 2004).  In Tine‘s operating plan, it was 

made clear that they aimed to maintain their position as ―category leader and cooperating 

partner on space/shop-development‖ (Borgarting Lagmannsrett, 2010:28).  Rema seems to 

have a similar view, and its purchaser described in an email (17 August 2004) to his superior 

the benefits for Tine of being the only supplier to Rema: ―Double drop-size, better 

management/control of campaigns, improved shelf-space (drawn by Tine), more direct 

marketing, powerful exposure and increased volumes‖ (Borgarting Lagmannsrett, 2010:26). 

―Based on an idea from [Remas purchasers], they asked [their contact person] in Tine 

to draw ‗planograms for solid [cheese] and fluid [milk] without Finden and Q… one 

traditional and one new and crazy alternative‘‖.  Tine responded with new planogram 
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alternatives on the 15 September 2004 (Borgarting Lagmannsrett, 2010:29).  This had 

considerable impact in Tine‘s sales department and the court maintains that ―this contributed 

to create expectations in Tine for becoming the sole supplier of cheese to Rema in 2005‖ 

(Borgarting Lagmannsrett, 2010:64).  The person responsible for drawing planograms in Tine 

explained to the Competition Authorities ―that he was surprised by the request from Rema to 

draw planograms without Synnøve Finden.  This was because it was fairly ‗tough‘ to remove 

a product that had around 20% of both sales and shelf space in Rema‘s stores‖ (Norwegian 

Competition Authority, 2007:49). 

The second offer from Tine was sent on the 16th September 2004.  There was an 

increase in the financial contributions to Rema of 43.5% compared to the previous year.  This 

was based on new product launches being prioritized, an increased product assortment and 

that the planograms were made binding (Borgarting Lagmannsrett, 2010:30).   

In the subsequent negotiations with Rema, Synnøve Finden‘s first offer was rejected.  

The supplier was allowed two days to produce a better offer.  In its second offer, Synnøve 

Finden not only increased its financial contributions, but it also demanded the rights, 

alongside with Tine, to provide suggestions for shelf-space solutions (i.e. planograms) 

(Borgarting Lagmannsrett, 2010:36).  Synnøve Finden then went through negotiations with 

Rema, without succeeding to get a new deal, and the co-operation was terminated.  On the 

14
th

 December 2004, the supplier sent out a press release stating that because ―we are 

competitive vis a vis the other retail chains, we assume that Tine has used a significant 

amount of money to obtain total dominance on cheese in Rema‖ (Borgarting Lagmannsrett, 

2010:40).  

The court notes that the offers on economic contributions from Tine were directly tied 

to the cost-benefit analysis tested in the planograms (Borgarting Lagmannsrett, 2010:64).  

Furthermore, by making significant increases of their economic contributions, Tine did not do 

―anything to protect/maintain the remaining competition in the market‖ (Borgarting 

Lagmannsrett, 2010:71). 

In December 2004, Rema invited four big suppliers (Tine, Gilde, Fjordland and Mills) 

to a project meeting to discuss the development of the adjusted produce shelves in Rema.  Put 

simply, there was more space for other fresh products. As a result of this discussion, a new 

proposal for the organizing of shelf space (planogram) was presented in January 2005 

(Borgarting Lagmannsrett, 2010:42). 
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In Table 1 we outline of some of the use of boundary objects such as financial 

calculation documents (FCD) and planograms (PG) by the actors.  

 

Table 1: The Boundary Objects in Use 

 

Boundary 

objects 

Date(s) Actors Event 

FD 2002 Tine The ―Genius-notat‖ regarding benefits 

with a single supplier. 

FD August 2003 Tine Document stating the benefits for Rema to 

have one supplier. 

FD/PG July 13 Tine-Rema In an e-mail, Tine suggests that an 

evaluation of the assortment and categories 

of Rema is done in relation to profitability. 

FD/PG August 16, 

2004 

Tine-Rema Start for a joint cooperative project to 

evaluate the assortment and profitability in 

Rema. 

PG August 17, 

2004 

Rema A scenario without ―Q and Finden‖ is 

discussed. Requires heavy investments 

from Tine, but that Rema can offer better 

exposure (based on planograms made by 

Tine) and double dropsize. Plus more 

direct marketing, increased exposure and 

volume. 

FD August 18, 

2004 

Tine-Rema Calculations showing the benefits with 

Tine as a single supplier were sent from 

Tine to Rema:  ―The numbers are 

unequivocal‖ according to the sender in 

Tine. 

FD Late summer Tine-Rema Tine is prompted to send profitability 

estimates concerning one or two supply 

solutions to Rema. 

PG Fall 2004 Tine-Rema Tine is prompted to develop shelf 

diagrams ―planograms‖ for Rema. These 

did not include products from Synnøve 

Finden (SF) and Q. 

FD September 9 Rema Internal calculations on savings in 

logistical and operational costs based on a 

one-supplier solution based on Tine. 

PG September 9 Tine-Rema Rema asks Tine to make a shelf-plan 

(planogram) ―solid/liquid without Finden 

and Q.‖ 

FD September 15 Rema Internal calculations on savings in 

logistical and operational costs based on a 

one-supplier solution based on Tine. 

PG September 15 Tine-Rema The shelf-plan from Tine is sent to Rema. 

All cheese from SF was removed from the 
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shelves. 

FD September 20, 

2004 

Tine-Rema Tine closes a two-year agreement with 

Rema to increase its distribution of dairy 

products, especially hard cheese, through 

the Rema system of stores. This deal 

included some major rebates and economic 

reimbursements amounting to around 36.5 

MNOK or 2.28 per cent of the total 1.6 

billion NOK in turnover in that 

distribution channel.  
Note: Synnøve Finden (SF) is supplier of cheese; Kavli/Q-melk (Q) is supplier of milk. 

 

 

4.0 Connecting and disconnecting effects  

As is well known, connectedness (or interdependence) is the second axiomatic concept in 

IMP.  It encompasses the idea that one relationship has impacts on other relationships, due to 

the existence of both direct and indirect connections.  In this paper we argue that boundary 

objects in networks have a connecting and orchestrating capacity.  That is, in a network 

setting boundary objects always connect many actors at the same time (one process equivalent 

is perhaps a routine that handles many customers or suppliers), orchestrating the roles and 

relationships and enabling simulating different scenarios and re-negotiating the deals between 

what is often highly interconnected actors.   

The limited empirical work directly concerned with connectedness argues how 

relationships can act as bridging or mediating devices (Holmen and Pedersen, 2003) which 

can impact on the flow, speed and extent of network change (Easton and Lundgren, 1992; 

Halinen et al., 1999) and on the level of co-ordination between nets (Hertz, 1996).  The 

connecting capacity of a network boundary object arises because it is in use within multiple 

relationships and can also be used by multiple relationships.  This means that there are 

connecting and disconnecting effects as a result due to the links across dyads.  Attempts at 

changing co-ordination by two actors (as in the study by Hertz) will impact on other 

relationships in the network.  

Change effects are likely to be facilitated via network boundary objects.  By departing 

from the definition of boundary objects from Star and Griesemer (1989) comprising the two 

aspects of plasticity and identity, we can now conclude that a network boundary object is a 

boundary object which takes on a special features along the identity dimension.  While being 

‗plastic enough‘ to function across sites and nodes in the network, a network boundary object 

must have a distinguishable identity in order to avoid being absorbed by the context in 
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question.  The identity of a network boundary object is formed out of the interactions among 

actors in the network generating a shared common understanding and meaning of the 

boundary object.  That is, the identity of a network boundary object is based on one and the 

same common collective identity shared among multiple sites across many boundaries 

simultaneously in a network, rather than an identity shared among two sites across one dyadic 

relational boundary.  This makes it possible to more clearly distinguish between network 

boundary objects and boundary objects in the received sense.  

Take an umbrella contract as an example: It can be said to be a boundary object since 

it is plastic enough to fit into many transaction-situations between a buyer and a seller, and 

with an identity in that particular relationship context making it stable enough to be 

recognized and useful as such and to produce some effects in that relationship.  Its identity is 

formed within that dyad.  It is not a network boundary object, since its identity is not formed 

by the interactions among many actors in a network.  That is not to say that it is not 

susceptible to influences from other actors in the network.  Only that its identity as a boundary 

object is formed in a dyadic setting, as opposed to a network boundary object whose identity 

is formed in a network setting. 

More importantly, a network boundary object will have effects at the network level. 

When using network boundary objects, network boundaries will not only be transgressed 

without leaving any traces, they will be sustained and sometimes transformed.  Our case 

shows how actors use network boundary objects to both sustain and transform network 

boundaries by launching the use of a network boundary tool.  But they also use network 

boundary objects as simulation tools to orchestrate roles and relationships in order to test out 

possible network futures, without always going ‗live‘, using it as an interaction tool.  In this 

regard, the network boundary object is an intermediary tool making the simulations relevant 

and context sensitive as opposed to pure speculation.  Using network boundary objects 

represents a plausible way of simulating network futures.  This is because they are anchored 

in the actual network in question through its identity, but plastic enough to allow for a range 

of future outcomes of the orchestrating that are being tested.  But these outcomes are not 

completely disassociated form the constraints of the networked context, which is why they are 

such powerful tools in the hands of the actors in our case.  

But powerful tools can be dangerous!  This is obvious in the case with Tine and Rema 

using the planograms to simulate and almost implement a network future in which the 

disconnecting capacity of the network boundary object had been deployed so as to disconnect 
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SF from Rema and make Tine the sole supplier.  From Tine‘s point of view as a market 

regulator this effect was highly problematic, but from a purely commercial standpoint perhaps 

less so.  

It is possible to distinguish between the use of network boundary objects and the 

effects that this use has in a network (see Table 2 below).  The ‗effects‘ can only be partly 

known and/or understood by the actors.  Some effects can be more or less evident and 

expected as they provide the rationale behind using the network boundary object in the first 

place.  But, unintended effects always emerge and re-set the situation and call for new 

interactions and use of network boundary objects.  In this way, network boundary objects are 

part and parcel of interaction patterns in networks, but they can be more or less visible and 

more or less consciously used.  Our case is an account of interaction in which network 

boundary objects are being deliberately used creating some interesting effects. 

 

Table 2: The use and effects of the Planogram Network Boundary Object (NBO) in Tine and 

Rema 

NBO Aspect Use of NBO Effect of NBO 

Plasticity Planograms used by Tine and Rema to 

simulate alternative future network 

orchestrations 

Disconnecting of SF and 

tighter connection between 

Tine and Rema 

Identity Boundary-setting device specifying 

levels of inclusion and exclusion 

among network actors 

New boundary in which SF 

―is out‖ and Tine is ―all in‖ 

 

Table 2 shows the deployment of the planogram network boundary object as it is utilized by 

Tine and Rema. Drawing on the plastic nature of the network boundary object it is used to 

simulate alternative network configurations which have the effect of disconnecting SF and 

tightening the link between Rema and Tine. The network boundary object is used as a 

boundary-setting device drawing on its collective network-derived identity which has the 

effect of creating a new network configuration with a new boundary. In the hands of Rema 

and Tine jointly, this network boundary object becomes a powerful tool for delineation and 

boundary-drawing, although not all possible network configurations may be desirable.  

 

5.0 Discussion  

This paper has discussed fragments of a set of legal documents which outlines how five actors 

interact over a six month time period.  In so doing it has altered the empirical lens from the 

single long-term dyadic relationship to multiple relationships studied across a short time 
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frame.  We have used the concept of boundary objects in order to attempt to understand and 

analyse the associated interaction patterns.  Boundary objects in use in networks have the 

potential to connect or disconnect actors to each other.  The nature of the interaction discussed 

in this paper probably would not hold in all types of network, or at least those characterised 

by different levels of network structure (Mattson, 1987). 

The characteristics of the boundary objects in our case study are relatively close to a 

‗traditional‘ conception of boundary objects; as mediating artefacts, or representations of the 

reality in which they intervene.  This mediating capacity is often produced from ‗blackboxed‘ 

– and often scientific – knowledge built into the artefact, in combination with a degree of 

‗interpretative flexibility‘ that enables several actors with different interest to relate.  But why 

do these two boundary objects, in this case study, get such a high degree of influence?  The 

development of planograms is closely related to the science of consumer behaviour, with 

highly specialized knowledge of how and where to place products in order to trigger various 

consumers‘ response (see e.g., Cochoy (2011) for a historical investigation of the 

development of retail shelf space).   

In addition, knowledge about logistics and operations are included, to increase the 

economizing of the shelf space organizing.  This knowledge is black-boxed in IT-software 

and handled (at least in Tine) by designated experts.  At the same time, planograms are highly 

flexible in allowing the involved parties to ‗play‘ with different scenarios, both by each 

individual company, and in interactions/negotiations between them.  When this, in turn, is 

‗mirrored‘ in numerical terms, by financial calculation documents, we get a powerful 

combination of objects that serve as tools for connecting, disconnecting and orchestrating the 

roles of the participants in an industrial network like the one studied here.  In other words, we 

get a relatively concealed mechanism for the re-allocation of costs and benefits among 

network actors. 

We can identify at least two interaction paradoxes from the use of boundary objects in 

our study. First, the actors often negotiate and discuss together as if they were in arm‘s length 

relationships, while at the same time they operate in tightly structured/highly integrated 

networks.  Tine has been the dominant supplier of dairy products to the whole Norwegian 

retail sector for many decades.  We know from numerous industrial network studies that this 

tends to lead companies into close interdependent relationships where activities and resources 

become interwoven and difficult to separate, and this was also the case with Tine and its 

customers.  At the same time, every autumn the annual negotiation of deals between retailers 
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and producers occurs.  This involved the setting up of various suppliers (or customers) up 

against each other, as if they were in a ‗normal‘ market situation.  But perhaps the boundary 

objects described in our study also played their parts in this paradoxical interaction situation.  

By representing aspects of the relationship on screen and on paper (planograms and 

spreadsheets), a distance is created, within which both the premises for, and the content in, 

cooperation could be renegotiated.  

Second, one actor attempts to interact their way into what at least legally should be an 

impossible network position.  Through a number of interactions with Rema, although 

remarking to Rema that they could not support it, Tine gradually moved into a position of 

actively or passively supporting Rema‘s wish for a sole supplier solution on cheese and milk. 

Particularly the mediating role of the planograms and the cost-benefit analyses (and the 

appurtenant contribution offers) helped Tine move in this direction.  Before this became an 

option, Tine had prepared some of the argumentation, through ordering the ‗Genius-note, but 

they were still concerned about not ending up violating the competition legislation.  

To sum up on this paper, we have shown how boundary objects may facilitate 

interesting effects in network interaction.  By using advanced relationship/interaction 

representations, connecting and disconnecting effects could be produced, more or less 

deliberately, in negotiations between suppliers and producers.  Moreover, by using boundary 

objects, the involved actors could gradually move further than intended (in this case into an 

illegal network position), and renegotiate deals that in reality are based on closely 

interdependent activity patterns and resource constellations. 
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